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HW #5: Due DecHW #5: Due Dec 14th 11:00 AM14th 11:00 AM
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2. Model and verify 2 readers and 1 writer system in 2. Model and verify 2 readers and 1 writer system in 
NuSMVNuSMV

22--1. Design a system containing 2 readers and 1 writer that access1. Design a system containing 2 readers and 1 writer that access the the 
common data in common data in NuSMVNuSMV
22--2. Specify the following two properties in LTL and show that you2. Specify the following two properties in LTL and show that your r 
system satisfies these properties system satisfies these properties 

Concurrency (CON)Concurrency (CON)
Multiple readers can read data Multiple readers can read data 
concurrentlyconcurrently

Exclusive writing (EW)Exclusive writing (EW)
A writer can write into the data area A writer can write into the data area 
at an instant with no readersat an instant with no readers
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a’b’ a’b

ab’ ab

q1 q2

q3 q4

3 For each of the  formula 3 For each of the  formula φφ
G aG a
a U ba U b
a U X (a a U X (a ÆÆ ¬¬b)b)
X X ¬¬b b ÆÆ G (G (¬¬a a ÇÇ ¬¬b)b)
X (a X (a ÆÆ b) b) ÆÆ F (F (¬¬aa ÆÆ ¬¬b)b)

1)1) Find a path from the initial state qFind a path from the initial state q33 which satisfies which satisfies φφ
2)2) Determine whether qDetermine whether q33 ²² φφ

4. Prove that 4. Prove that φφ U U ψψ ≡≡ ψψ R (R (φφ ÇÇ ψψ) ) ÆÆ F F ψψ
5. Prove that for all paths 5. Prove that for all paths ππ of all models, of all models, ππ ²² φφ W W ψψ ÆÆ F F ψψ

implies implies ππ ²² φφ U U ψψ
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7.  7.  Express the following properties in CTL and LTL whenever possiblExpress the following properties in CTL and LTL whenever possible.  If e.  If 
neither is possible, try to express the property in CTL*neither is possible, try to express the property in CTL*
a) Whenever p is followed by q (after finitely many steps), thena) Whenever p is followed by q (after finitely many steps), then the system the system 
enters an enters an ‘‘intervalinterval’’ in which no r occurs until tin which no r occurs until t
b) Event p precedes s and t on all computation paths. (you many b) Event p precedes s and t on all computation paths. (you many find it find it 
easier to code the negation of that specification first)easier to code the negation of that specification first)
c) After c) After p,qp,q is never true (Where this constraint is meant to apply on all is never true (Where this constraint is meant to apply on all 
computation paths)computation paths)
d) Between the events q and r, event p is never true.d) Between the events q and r, event p is never true.
e) Transitions to states satisfying p occur at most twice.e) Transitions to states satisfying p occur at most twice.
f) Property p is true for every second state along a pathf) Property p is true for every second state along a path

8.


